ABSTRACT Urbanization and other threats to hunting culture have inspired growth in research that addresses the role of hunting in western society today. This literature addresses the juxtaposition of non-subsistence hunting and modern western models of wildlife management associated with either the public trust doctrine or market economics. Insights for understanding this juxtaposition can be drawn from the historical efforts to frame hunting as a symbolic, versus subsistence, activity in ancient Hellenic (Greek) culture. For the ancient Hellenes, hunting offered the opportunity to acquire edification, test skills, and to enjoy a feeling of freedom, and did so for all citizens, even for women. Edification meant more than knowledge about hunting to the ancient Hellenes. It referred to respect for the purity of nature and a hunting ethic, and strict adherence to hunting norms. Testing skills dictated fair chase, where tools and techniques used should not eliminate the need for physical and mental dexterity. Feeling of freedom meant that hunters became useful for themselves and for society through skills acquired by hunting; a modern society might define this as self-sufficiency or independence, which contributes to a greater societal good. These symbolic dimensions of hunting developed in ancient Hellas could provide guidelines for the social identity that hunters hope to develop in our modern world by improving hunting education, promotion, and management.
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of hunting to be both critical and essential if hunting heritage programs are to be legitimate. Ancient Hellas (8th century BC to the end of antiquity—approximately 600 AD) provides an interesting place and historical period to begin examining the meaning of hunting because it provides one of the first cases where hunting transitioned from a subsistence activity to a primarily symbolic activity and relevant literature has been preserved from this historical period, which is important for western civilization (Thornton 2000).

ANCIENT HELLINES AND NATURE

Understanding the symbolic meaning of hunting among the ancient Hellenes requires understanding Hellenic thought on human–nature relationships in general. The Mediterranean region has been the place of birth of many religions and cultures in parallel with over-exploitation of nature (Runnels 1995). As early as 6th millennium BC, inhabitants of Hellas experienced several crises wrought by overexploitation of nature, natural-resource depletion and environmental degradation due to farming intensity, overgrazing, deforestation, and forest fires accompanied by climatological changes and earthquakes (Runnels 1995; Bouratinos 1997; Chew 2001, 2005; Bintliff 2002; Tsoumis 2007).

After the fall of the Mycenaean civilization (Hellenic Dark Ages, 1100–800 BC), the economic and ecological crises of the past helped promote an environmental consciousness among some ancient Hellenes (Hughes 1975, Bouratinos 1997). It is characteristic that in Hellenic mythology and literature the Hellenes referred routinely to mistakes and weaknesses of their kings and the punishment for their actions (Bouratinos 1997). For example, in the myth of Erysikththon (or Erysichthon), a Thessalian king felled the sacred grove of the goddess Demeter in order to build a feast–hall; as punishment, the goddess inflicted upon him voracious hunger that drove him to exhaust his riches and finally, in poverty, to devour his own flesh (Bouratinos 1997). In the real world, Plato (428–348 BC) described the soil erosion and drying of springs of Attica due to deforestation (Hughes 1975). Moreover, Plato and Aristotle (384–322 BC), often warned their readers of dangers posed by overpopulation and were strong advocates of the stationary state—one committed to zero population growth (Feen 1996).

In the Hellenistic Period (336–146 BC), Epicureans attributed intrinsic worth to nature and promoted a lifestyle that would have minimal impacts on the environment. In the same period, Stoics maintained that there was no covenant of justice between humans and animals, but defended an ecological stance that attempted to balance promoting the human standard of living with protecting nature (Westra and Robinson 1997).

HELENNIC PARTICIPATION IN HUNTING

Manfredo (2008) suggested human–wildlife relationships can be explored through both utilitarian and symbolic relationships. Popular quarry for ancient Hellenes included hare, wild boar, deer, wild goat, bear, leopard, lion, and bird species (Hull 1964, Fox 1996); but farming, fishing, and animal husbandry were well-developed in ancient Hellas and provided most food supplies (Lonsdale 1979, Isager and Skydsgaard 1992, Papanastasis et al. 2011). According to Ober (2010), the ancient Hellenes had a standard of living similar to the most advanced pre-modern economies of Holland and England in the 15th to 18th centuries AD. Thus, hunting lost its primarily utilitarian value early in Hellenic life when food supplies from hunting lost their importance (Fox 1996, Hamilakis 2003). By the time Xenophon (430–354 BC) wrote potentially the first book exclusively dedicated to hunting, Cynegeticus, the utilitarian value of venison was so minor that it was never mentioned.

The symbolic meaning of hunting in ancient Hellas was established initially through artistic expression. This art depicted hunting as a pursuit of rural pleasures by all classes of ancient Hellenic society (White et al. 1995, Barringer 2001, Kapusuz 2009). Hunting became a prominent aspect of Hellenic literature from the time of Homer in the 8th century BC (White et al. 1995, Barringer 2001). The entire Hellenic world held hunting in high esteem (Barringer 2001, Kapusuz 2009). For ancients, hunting was divine in origin and was used widely as an educational tool; it also served as a way for men to achieve promotion within society (Kapusuz 2009).

Moreover, hunting in ancient Hellas was practiced liberally by all free citizens irrespective of social status (Hull 1964, Hobusch 1980, Kapusuz 2009). This characteristic of equal hunting opportunities differentiated Hellas from the other ancient cultures (e.g., Persian, Egyptian) where key hunting rights belonged to a few wealthy and noble persons (Decker 1992, Kapusuz 2009).

Expectations for Hunters—Lessons From Artemis

The cultural and emotional importance of hunting for ancient Hellenes is represented by the deity Artemis, the Olympian goddess of hunting. Artemis was identified by her short tunic with flat-heeled sandals and a bag of arrows on her back. She was associated with many wild animals, including the bear, the boar, the stag, the goat, and packs of dogs (Harris and Platzer 1995). She was celibate and was not identified as a god’s wife (as Hera was to Zeus), as a lover (as Aphrodite was to Mars), or as a mother (as Demeter was to Persephone; Harris and Platzer 1995).

Artemis shunned men (Downing 1981) and was a symbol of the purity of nature; she went to great lengths to keep her innocence and virginity intact. This can be seen in the myth of Actaeon. After a long day of hunting, Actaeon accidentally discovered Artemis bathing. Fearing that Actaeon would boast of seeing her in the nude and lacking access to her arrows, Artemis transformed Actaeon into a stag. Actaeon fled in fear, pursued by his own pack of dogs. After a long chase, the dogs caught their master, tore him to shreds, and devoured his flesh (Leeming 1990). This myth is regarded as a warning against harboring disrespect for the purity of nature, which is protected by the rules governing hunting (Bouratinos 1997).

Other lessons from Artemis, according to Xenophon, include the suggestion that one should not hunt animals that
are too young; these creatures Hellenes regarded as dedicated to Artemis (Hull 1964). Hunting also was forbidden on certain days or during certain periods (anagria: time when hunting was not allowed) because these days were dedicated to the gods. The state also proclaimed areas as sacred precincts (temples) that served as nature reserves (Hull 1964, Shipley and Salmon 1996).

In classical mythology, Artemis punished hunters who hunted sacred animals, killed too many animals, or hunted in sacred places (Leeming 1990). Agamemnon was forced to sacrifice his daughter after angering Artemis by hunting a deer in a sacred grove and boasting of the hunt. Artemis would not permit favorable winds to blow until she had been compensated with human blood (Leeming 1990). She also was armed, and was therefore able to punish those who broke the rules. The armed Artemis represented the efficacy of nature’s processes, which punish those who violated the norms and rules of hunting. Hunters, having more responsibility than animal predators, were expected to respect and abide by the rules, or else face fair, but unrelenting, punishment. These myths highlight the importance of rule-following among hunters in “modern” societies, where hunting has primarily symbolic meaning.

It is apparent that the fact that metaphysical protector of hunting—Artemis—was a goddess and not a god was no coincidence because femininity was associated with unpredictability and mystery in ancient Hellenic society (Burkert 1983, Kypridemos 2003). Artemis was portrayed as a young woman in order to represent liveliness, vigor, and longing for nature and wildlife (Downing 1981). As a beautiful woman, Artemis represented the beauty and perfection in wildlife and nature (Downing 1981). Her virginity represented the contumacy and elusiveness or unapproachability of wildlife (Kypridemos 2003), which seems to be a key to ancient Hellenic hunting. Artemis loved her quarry as spiritual entities that contributed to the experience of the hunt, and not as physical entities (Bevan 1987).

Opportunities Created by Hunting Among the Ancient Hellenes

Hunting was a way for Hellenic men to improve their social status and was viewed as a rite of passage. Apprenticeship to the Centaur Chiron, the teacher of hunters, was seen as pivotal in the education of heroes, including Odysseus and Achilles. The heroic nature of the hunt exalted the20 The young of the slaughtered animals: http://www.boone-crockett.org/huntingEthics/ethics_fairchase.asp?area=huntingEthics) by arguing that hunting must be challenging in order to promote the virtues traditionally identified with it. Plato’s book Laws criticized the use of nets and traps because they brought effortless capture of animals (Jowett 2004). Plato opposed such methods because their relative ease did not contribute to any bodily training. Further, he suggested they had no pedagogic influence on hunters, because they did not promote “esteem” for successful hunts or for value of the quarry (only difficulty creates value in hunting). Plato also argued that a strong hunting ethic, rather than laws and punishment, should drive ethical hunting:

Now the legislator, in laying down laws about hunting, can neither abstain from noting these things, nor can he make threatening ordinances which will assign rules and penalties about all of them. What is he to do? He will have to praise hunting with a view to the exercise and pursuits of youth. And, on the other hand, the young man must listen obediently; neither pleasure nor pain should hinder him, and he should regard as his standard of action the praises and injunctions of the legislator rather than the punishments which he imposes by law (Jowett 2004:386).

The book Onomasticon by Polydeuces, written toward the end of the 2nd century AD, provides another source of
information about Hellenic hunting. Five centuries after Xenophon and Plato, Polydeuces again highlighted that mental and physical skills are tested and strengthened through hunting:

Hunting… this heroic and royal practice makes for a healthy body and a healthy spirit and is an exercise both in peacetime patience and in war time courage, leads to manliness, and trains one to be strong, swift, skilled in riding, shrewd and industrious if one intends to conquer by strength that which opposes, and by speed that which runs away, and by riding that which draws off, and by wisdom that which is intelligent, and by reflection that which escapes notice, and by time that which is hidden, staying awake at night, and laboring by day (Hull 1964:144).

Hunting in ancient Hellas may have been less gender-specific than it is now in most nations (Mills 1994). Xenophon advocated hunting as an activity for men and women alike (Hull 1964) and wrote about how women loved to hunt (Scripta Minora, XIII 18; Mills 1994). Lycurgus, the legendary lawgiver of Sparta, ruled that hunting by women was good for the state of Sparta, and the Roman Propertius sang about beautiful Spartan women hunting in the 1st century BC (Sobol 1972). In addition to Artemis, eminent female hunters such as Atalanti and Prokris are mentioned in Hellenic mythology.

Ancient Hellenic art corroborates the descriptions that recommend shunning an unfair advantage in historical texts (Fig. 1). Specifically, hunters never hunt from chariots (as do their Near Eastern counterparts from Assyria, Persia, and Egypt). Rather, Hellenic hunters are depicted primarily on foot and occasionally on horseback (Kapusuz 2009). In Hellenic art, hunters are typically not accompanied by a royal entourage; rather, they are depicted as a group of men, attired and armed as Hellenes (Barringer 2001, Kapusuz 2009).

Hunting Through the Centuries
Hunting was recommended to soldiers as a good form of exercise (Koukoules 1948) during the Byzantine epoch (330–1453 AD). During the occupation of Hellas by the Turks (1453–1821 AD), hunting remained a constant right and value of enslaved Hellenes, who often left their homes and attempted to survive in the countryside while avoiding the conquerors (Grispos 1973). In fact, hunting was regarded by Hellenes as a pathway to freedom, and Hellenic revolutionaries used hunting as a test for the appointment of their leaders (Kabolis 1991).

This approach to hunting articulated by the ancient Hellenes was not recast until 1932 at the 1st Pan-Hellenic Hunting Congress, where the contemporary Hunting Law of Hellenic State was first drafted. This law vested the right to hunt in all licensed hunters rather than in landowners (equal opportunities for hunting), and wildlife was legally established as “res communis” or “res publica” (community or public property) until harvested, when it became property of the licensed hunter (FACE 1995). The hunting right was acquired via a hunting license, which was valid for a prefecture, for a hunting region, or for the whole country; the license cost from 100 to 150 euro (in 2013) depending on the geographic scope of the license. The Hellenic hunting system is arguably the most liberal in Europe (FACE 1995) given the relatively low cost for licenses and the presumed right to hunt without permission from the landowner (Bubeník 1989, Sokos and Birtsas 2005, Birtsas et al. 2009).

Most of the book of Xenophon is dedicated to the brown hare (Lepus europaeus), which remains the most popular quarry for modern Hellenic hunters. Hares in Hellas are hunted by small groups of hunters (usually 2–4) and a small pack of dogs (largely reflecting practices described in Xenophon), and with a daily harvest limit of 1 hare/hunter/day. Hunting is still viewed by many Hellenes as a way to create and sustain mental and physical skills while promoting civic virtue and freedom (Hasanagas et al. 2011). Further, initiation of children, including daughters, into hunting is important to many Hellenes (Hasanagas et al. 2011).

DISCUSSION
Depictions of hunting in ancient Hellas offer many interesting parallels to modern hunting, and potentially insights into the role of hunting in modern society. Hunting
Ancient Hellenic hunting was a matter of course for ancient Hellenic society, and thus no ancient Hellenic writers attempted to rationalize it. Myths, religion, philosophy, and art therefore become key tools for understanding the social meaning of hunting. From these sources, we see important parallels with the “modern” ideas of a fair chase, equal hunting opportunities, and inclusion of females among hunters. The role of hunting in ancient Hellenic society was more similar to the role of hunting today than one might expect. For instance, despite occurring >2,500 years ago, there is no mention of food-provisioning or justification of hunting based on need or ability to provide meat for oneself or one’s companions. Thus, the most important roles for hunting in ancient Hellas, similar to today, were symbolic; hunting was associated with hunter identity (Hasanagas et al. 2006, Chitwood et al. 2011) and with strengthening ties between society and nature (Peterson et al. 2010), rather than with provision of meat.

The myths associated with Artemis also help modern hunters explain the seemingly ironic juxtaposition of advocating conservation of animals while attempting to kill them. Similar to Artemis, modern hunters can love the animals they hunt, and view them as symbolic entities contributing to the hunt rather than as physical entities. Incidentally, this attitude toward wildlife is more consistent with wildlife management, wherein individual animals might be killed in efforts to attain population- or species-scale management goals and perpetuate opportunities (including hunting) for use of wildlife in the future.

The ancient Hellenic philosophers advocated teaching hunting in ways that promoted sportsmanship, avoided tools that made hunting too easy and encouraged obedience to hunting norms driven by moral responsibility rather than fear of retribution from the law. Hellenic philosophy bears directly on modern hunting debates about increased commodification of hunting and wildlife, high fences, “put and take” operations, canned hunting, and hunting preserves (Leopold 1943, The Wildlife Society 2001, Sokos et al. 2008). The spiritual connection between the hunter and the quarry personified in Artemis is strained by such trends in modernity.

Hunting in ancient Hellas was practiced liberally by all free citizens. The equal opportunities to hunt differentiated Hellenic culture from the other ancient cultures, and may have contributed to the “democracy of hunting” concept (Kyriazis and Economou 2012). This concept shaped the current hunting system in Hellas, and is associated with the North American Model of wildlife management (Geist et al. 2001), just as it contributed to the North American model of democracy itself.

Ancient Hellenes treated hunting as a means to promote physical and mental health, connections to nature and civic virtue. Recent research proves the benefits of hunting highlighted by the ancient Hellenes can apply today. For instance, the case of Innu from northern Labrador, Canada, provides evidence that hunting can promote physical and mental health for hunters (Samson and Pretty 2006). The cultural passage from permanent nomadic hunting, gathering, and trapping in “the country” (nutshimit) to sedentary village life (known as “sedentarisation”) has been associated with a marked decline in physical and mental health (Samson and Pretty 2006).

Further, hunting effectively bridges social and generational gaps (Kapusuz 2009). Older hunters train younger ones and they hunt together (Langenau and Mellon 1980, Kapusz 2009); intergenerational communication and cooperation is thereby supported. The hunting philosophy also favors the sociability between the genders. In Hellenic mythology, eminent female hunters such as Atalanti and Prokris are mentioned, in addition to the goddess Artemis. Thus, for the ancient Hellenic philosophers, the social benefits attributed to hunting were gender-neutral (or at least more gender-neutral) than they are perceived today in many societies. For the ancient Hellenes, if appropriate forms of hunting promoted physical fitness and good citizenship among men, they also did so among women.

The benefits of hunting accompany hunters for the rest of their lives. According to Xenophon, hunting contributes to a feeling of freedom (or what a modern society might define as self-sufficiency or independence) by making hunters feel younger, fit, wise, awake, and prepared for war. Thus, according to Xenophon, Hellenic hunters become useful for themselves and for society. Today, many hunting clubs organize hunters in emergency teams for purpose of responding to natural disasters. In this sense, hunting seems to promote volunteerism and prepare volunteers to be able to fight against natural disasters, and therefore have a sense of security and freedom. Moreover, obtaining your own food from nature can provide a basic feeling of freedom (Sen 1987).

In conclusion, ancient Hellenes developed a hunting perspective with which they established respect for wildlife through religion and myths and improved and tested their physical and mental skills through hunting practice. Hunters become useful for themselves and for society, and thus they can assure their freedom. Therefore, a certain hunting philosophy based on the triptych of edification, skill-testing, and freedom, is outlined (Fig. 2). These 3 aspects can be seen as 3 consecutive stages of hunting. Firstly, the hunters try to acquire edification in habits of animals, hunting grounds, methods, ethics, rules, etc. Next, hunters test their skills to see if they are capable hunters and to compare themselves
with others. Finally, because they have attained the status of a hunter, they will be more capable to attain or maintain their freedom, which could be a type of liberation from the urbanized and stressful life. This sequential triptych defined by the ancient Hellenes offers an alternative to the 5 stages of hunter development outlined in every hunter’s education manual in the United States: shooting, limiting out, trophy, method, and sportsman.

**MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS**

The hunting philosophy of the ancient Hellenes has much to offer contemporary advocates of hunting in addition to simply providing a better historical grounding for the practice of hunting. We suggest 4 principles that ancient Hellenic philosophy offers to modern hunters and hunting advocates: 1) forms and practices of hunting that promote physical fitness, mental acuity, and social cohesion should be preferred over others; 2) both the philosophy and practice of hunting should be approached in a more gender-neutral fashion; 3) hunting should be rooted in a profound respect for nature; and 4) hunters should self-regulate their behavior based on social norms with higher standards than local laws. Such guidelines provide a place to begin forging a social identity for hunting in our changing modern world.
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